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1. Eurostat data on government debt
On 20 July, Eurostat published data on government
debt as a % of GDP. According to Eurostat the highest
rates of government debt to GDP at the end of the first
quarter of 2018 were recorded in Greece (180.4), Italy
(133.4), Portugal (126.4) and Belgium (106.3), the
lowest in Estonia (8.7), Luxembourg (22.2) and
Bulgaria (24.1). Compared to the first quarter of 2017

the government debt ratio increased only in Greece
(+2.7pp), while it declined most in Cyprus (-11.3 pp),
Ireland (-6.5 pp), Croatia (-6.4pp) and Malta (-6.2 pp).
In EU28 government debt in 2018 Q1 amounted to 12.6
trillion Euro, or 81.5% of GDP, (of which currency and
deposits 3.3% of GDP, debt securities 66.5% and loans
11.6%)
compared
to
83.6%
in
2017
Q1.

More info: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/9087362/2-20072018-AP-EN.pdf/d9ca7f92-ea01-4a6d-a6d1-f64445be272a
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2. Eurostat data on EU population trends
On 10 July 2018, Eurostat published first estimates for
the EU population change in 2017. Eurostat estimated
the EU population on 1 January 2018 at 512.6 million,
up 0.2%, from 511.5 million on 1 January 2017. During
the year 2017, 5.3 million deaths and 5.1 million births
were recorded in the EU, the natural change of the
population was hence negative (-0.2 million). However,
a net migration of 1.3 million into the EU led to a
population increase of 1.1 million. In 2017 the
population decreased in 9 EU Member States, with the
biggest declines occurring in Lithuania (-1.4%), Croatia
(-1.2%), Bulgaria (-0.7%) and Romania (-0.6%). The

highest population increases occurred in Malta (3.3%),
followed by Luxembourg (1.9%), Sweden (1.2%),
Ireland (1.1%) and Cyprus (1.1%). The lowest crude
birth rate was recorded in Italy (7.6 births/1000
residents), the highest in Ireland (12.9). Ireland also
had the lowest death rate (6.3 deaths/1000 residents)
and hence the highest natural population growth.
Bulgaria had the highest death rate in 2017 (15.5),
followed by Latvia (14.8). On 1 January 2018, the 4
largest Member States represented 54% of the EU
population; the 6 largest Member States represented
70% of the EU population.

More info: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/9063738/3-10072018-BP-EN.pdf/ccdfc838-d909-4fd8-b3f9-db0d65ea457f
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3. World Economic Forum Chart on Top 20 Internet Leaders
On 16 July 2018, the World Economic Forum published
a chart on the world's largest tech (Internet) companies
by market valuation. Whilst in 2013, 16 of the top 20
were Chinese or American, now all 20 hail from the US
or China (of which US 12 and China 8). Apple is
currently the company with the highest valuation (915
bn $), followed by Amazon (828 bn $), Alphabet

(Google), Microsoft and Facebook and the top two
Chinese companies Alibaba and Tencent. There is no
European company in the top 20 of the WEF chart.
However, the list does not include the German software
company SAP, which has a market valuation of 140 bn
$.

More info: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/07/visualizing-the-world-s-20-largest-tech-giants

4. CB Insights data on unicorn companies
The data on unicorns in the Commission's (RTD)
Science, Research and Innovation Performance Report
2018 refer to December 2017 and were based on CB
Insights. A look at the latest edition of the CB Insights
list (as of 26 July, 2018) reveals some changes. The US
still leads with 119 unicorn companies, 10 more than in
December 2017 (+9.1%). However, China is catching
up, with its number of unicorns increasing by 17 (or
28.8%), and now reaching 76. The number of unicorns
in the EU grew from 26 to 28 or by 7.7% and hence
less quickly than in the US and China.
The number of unicorns in the UK increased by 1 (with
the Fintech companies Atom Bank and Revolut joining,
and Shazam leaving the list) and in Germany by 2
(NuCom and Celonis added to the list). Estonia (taxify)
and Portugal (Outsystems) are newcomers since

December 2017 with one unicorn each. The number of
unicorns declined in Sweden (Spotify going public in
spring 2018), the Netherlands (Adyen, IPO in June
2018) and in the Czech Republic (AVAST, IPO in May
2018). The UK still has more than half of the EU
unicorns, but with Malta, Estonia and Portugal joining in
the recent past there is now a better geographic
balance.
The ten unicorns with the highest valuations are all
based in the US and China, with the on-demand
transport companies Uber (US) and Didi Chuxing
(China) in the lead. The UK computer services and
hardware company Global Switch is the EU unicorn with
the highest value, followed by the German companies
Auto 1 Group and Otto Bock.
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Notes: (1) A unicorn is a private com pany with a pos t-m oney (i.e. "after funding") valuation at m ore than US$ 1 bn.
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More info: https://www.cbinsights.com/research-unicorn-companies
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5. Global Innovation Index 2018 (Cornell/Insead/WIPO)
On 10 July 2018, Cornell, Insead and WIPO launched the
10th edition of the annual Global Innovation Index (GII).
The 2018 report has a special focus on innovation in the
energy sector
The Global Innovation Index covers 126 countries and is
based on 80 indicators. The indicators on institutions (7
indicators), human capital (12), infrastructure (10),
market sophistication (9) and business sophistication
(15) are grouped as innovation input indicators, while the
indicators on knowledge output (14) and on creative
output (13) as innovation output indicators. An efficiency
ratio is calculated based on the innovation input index
and the innovation output index. For each country a
specific fiche provides an overview of the results for all
indicators.
According to the 2018 edition of the GII, Switzerland
comes out as the best performer, followed by the
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK. Other EU Member
States in the top 10 are Finland, Denmark, Germany and
Ireland.
The lowest ranked EU Member States are Romania (rank
49), Greece (42) and Croatia (41). The lowest ranked of
the 126 countries included is Yemen.
With regard to the sub-index on innovation input,
Singapore is ranked best, followed by Switzerland,
Sweden, the UK and Finland with Romania the lowest
ranked EU Member State.
With regard to the innovation output sub-index,
Switzerland is the best performer, followed by the
Netherlands, Sweden, the UK and Germany.
Regarding the efficiency ratio, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
China and the Netherlands perform best.
The 2018 GII furthermore includes an assessment of the
quality of innovation based on three indicators: quality of
local universities, internationalisation of local inventions
and the number of citations that local research
documents receive abroad. With regard to this sub-index
Japan comes out as the top performer, followed by
Switzerland, the US, Germany and the United Kingdom.
The report furthermore identifies regional clusters with
regard to patent and publishing performance. According
to this analysis, Tokyo-Yokohama is the world's leading
cluster in terms of numbers of patents whereas Paris is
the leader in Europe. Regarding numbers of scientific
publications, Beijing leads worldwide, followed by TokyoYokohama, while London is the leading publication cluster
in Europe.

More info: https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/gii-2018-report
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6. Miscellaneous results from national data sources
Bulgaria: 2080 projection forecasts strong population decline

2020
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2080

On 3 July, the National Statistical Institute of Bulgaria
8
Population (million)
released an updated population projection up to 2080.
7
According to the basic variant (variant I) the population
6
of Bulgaria will decline from 6.94 million in 2020 (2018
5
population: 7.05 million) to 5.79 million in 2050 and to
only 4.87 million in 2080. It will hence decline by about
4
30% in the coming 60 years. At the same time the
3
population aged 80 years and older will increase from
2
0.34 million to 0.56 million (from 4.9% to 11.4% of the
1
population). While the population of Sofia is forecast to
0
increase from 1.34 million to 1.42 million, some districts
are expected to lose more than half of their population by
2080 (Vratsa, Gabrovo, Kyustendil, Lovech, Pernik), with
Years
the districts Vidin and Smolyan even losing two thirds of
their population.
More info: http://www.nsi.bg/en/content/6727/population-projections-sex-and-age

Germany: Online platform closes
At the end of June, Dawanda, a German platform for selfmade goods founded in 2006, anounced its closure as of
30 August 2018. Clients were advised to switch to the US
portal Etsy (which has a German version of its platform).
This is yet another example of the US dominance in
Internet platforms. Although Germany is the largest
market in the EU and thus offers better conditions than
smaller markets, there are several other cases of German
based platforms that failedor were overtaken by US
competitors, including the social networking platform
StudiVZ, launched in 2005 and reaching a total user base
More info: https://en.dawanda.com/home/welcome

of 16 million in 2010. However, with Facebook getting
stronger, the active user base declined by 80% by the
end of 2011, followed by another sharp decline in 2012
and the obsolescence of this once strong network. The
German matchmaking site Lovoo was sold in September
2017 to US competitor the Meet Group. The career
oriented German social networking site XING was in
recent years overtaken even on the German market by
Microsoft/US owned Linkedin. The platform economy
remains dominated by US (and Chinese) companies.

Finland: Tax revenues increase
On 12 July, Statistics Finland published 2017 results on
tax revenue and social security contributions. The total
accrual of taxes and compulsory social security contributions in Finland grew by 2.0% in 2017 to reach EUR 97.0
billion or 43.3% of GDP. Tax revenues of the central
government increased by 3.6% in 2017 to reach EUR
46.9 billion. The tax revenue increase implies more fiscal
space for spending on priority areas.

decline of all EU countries, to reach 2.75% in 2016.

Earlier in the year, on 22 February, Statistics Finland
released data on R&D funding in the 2018 budget.
Following a stagnation of public R&D expenditure in the
years 2010-2012 and a decline thereafter, allocations for
R&D increased in the 2018 government budget by EUR
85.7 million or 4.8% to reach EUR 1.883 billion. Public
research funding as a % of GDP was estimated to remain
at 0.8%, as in the year before. In the 2018 budget
universities receive 3.4% more, compared to 2017, while
the funding of Business Finland, the successor of Tekes
(whose funding had been cut in the previous years), is
increasing by 19.8%. The Academy of Finland, which
received a similar boost in 2015, however, has been
allocated 2.6% less than in 2017.
While in 2009 Finland had the highest R&D intensity of all
EU countries (3.75% of GDP), R&D intensity fell by 1
percentage point over the following years, the strongest

This was mainly a result of lower business spending (-0.9
pp since 2009), later exacerbated by a pro-cyclical
decline of government spending. The decrease of
business spending was a result of the recession and the
decline of Nokia (in 2010 Nokia represented about half of
business R&D in Finland). In 2007 Nokia was the company with the highest R&D spending worldwide, however,
its R&D spending had decreased by over 50% by 2015.
More info: http://www.stat.fi/til/tkker/2018/tkker_2018_2018-02-22_tie_001_en.html
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Calendar of data releases and indicator based publications
Update of: 1/8/2018 (grey= already published)

2018

Eurostat data updates

Commission indicator
based reports

January
February

March

Data and indicator based
reports of other organisations
Bloomberg Innovation Index

Tertiary attainment (2017, prov.)

Winter forecast (ECFIN)

High growth enterprises data
(provisional, 2016)

Science Research and
Innovation Performance
Report (RTD)

R&D expenditure data update
(revision of preliminary 2016
results)

DESI indicator (CNECT)

OECD MSTI statistics (R&D expenditure)

European Patent Office , annual results
OICA world motor vehicle production data
OECD R&D Statistics

April

Education headline indicators (LFS)

Reuters Most Innov. Institutions
Internet Minute (Excelacom/Allaccess)

May

High-tech trade (2017)

Spring Forecast (ECFIN)

Education enrolment, graduates

IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook

Knowledge-int. activities (2017)

June

Education spending
Employment high-tech (2017)

Invest Europe European Private Equity
Report

European Innovation
Scoreboard (GROW/RTD)

Times Higher Ed. Reputations Ranking

HRST education inflows (2016)

July

UNESCO UIS STI stats release
WIPO/Cornell/INSEAD Global Innovation
Index

August

September

Academic Ranking of World Universities
(Shanghai)

Final high growth ent. data (2016)
Economic data on high-tech (2017)

October

GBARD (2017 preliminary)

November

R&D intensity (2017 preliminary,
2016 final)
Knowledge-int. activities (2017)
Employment high-tech (2017)

December

ICT household data (2018)
ICT enterprise data (2018)
HRST stocks (2017)

Europe 2020 publication
(ESTAT)

WEF Global Competitiveness Index
OECD Education at a Glance

World Bank Doing Business

Autumn Forecast (ECFIN)
Education Monitor (EAC)

Top500.org: Top 500 Supercomputer list

Annual Growth Survey (ECFIN)
Joint Employment Report
(EMPL) (draft)

OECD STI Outlook (2-yearly)

Industrial R&D Investment
Scoreboard (JRC)

WIPO World Intellectual Property
Indicators

(ERA Progress Report)

Contact for more information: Richard Deiss (unit A4, Tel 64881), Dermot Lally (55614)

